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Festive, fun and flamboyant—America’s
hippest LGBTQ neighborhoods are the place
to be in June, when the community comes
together to celebrate freedom, inclusion and
fabulous style. From the palm trees and
poolside cocktails of Silver Lake in Los
Angeles, to the fascinating finds and clubby
nooks of Andersonville in Chicago, to the
historic flair and tasty delights of Logan Circle
in Washington, D.C., here are three colorful
spots to fly your flag during Pride Month.
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Los Angeles

Fabulous
Nightlife in
Los Angeles’
Silver Lake
GREGORY ALEXANDER
AND LOREN GRANICH,
CLUB IMPRESARIOS

when most think of gay culture
in Los Angeles, West Hollywood
immediately springs to mind. But
the city’s deepest LGBTQ roots
are actually in Silver Lake, where
bars in the 1960s and ’70s served
as the city’s original gathering
places for the queer community.
Nowadays, the gentrifying neighborhood is known for attracting
hip denizens to high-end cafés
and boutiques. However, gayowned businesses like Akbar,
Eagle, and Rough Trade Gear
have been surviving here for
decades. And for more than 10
years, it has also been home to
the successful dance party A Club
Called Rhonda.
When he turned 21, Rhonda
co-founder Gregory Alexander’s
parents gifted him a cool $500.
Instead of spending it on a night
on the town, the California native
rented a downtown Los Angeles
warehouse and threw himself a
party. There was house music,
a confetti storm and 21 bottles of
cheap bubbly. From that moment
he was hooked on crafting the best
time ever.
Alexander and his bestie, Loren
Granich, started hosting raucous
underground events across L.A.,
attended by friends including
“Born This Way” songwriter Jeppe
Laursen, Poolside bandmate Filip
Nikolic and fashion designer (and
Alexander’s ex-beau) Jeremy
Scott. As word spread and lessons were learned, Alexander
and Granich began solidifying a
vision—and a name—for a judgment-free dance party where the
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Loren Granich and
Gregory Alexander
at The Kitchen in
Silver Lake

tunes were throbbing and “strong
looks” were encouraged. It wasn’t
just about having a good time. The
pair created an inclusive nighttime atmosphere unlike anywhere
else in L.A.
“Loren and I never found anywhere that felt like home—music
we liked, cheap drinks, no $50
covers, a place I could be just
as comfortable as a gay man

TANVEER BADAL

Wo rd s
DE RRI K J. LANG

Los Angeles

that Loren could be as a straight
man,” Alexander says. “When we
started A Club Called Rhonda,
it was cool to see people from
all different backgrounds come
together. It felt like the places
we’d always heard about, like
Paradise Garage and The Loft.

Clockwise from above
left: Granich at A
Club Called Rhonda;
Swan Street Stairs;
strawberry margarita
at Casita del Campo

We never got to experience that
golden age of clubbing.”
The duo launched A Club
Called Rhonda in 2008 at an East
Hollywood venue. A year later,
they moved to Silver Lake and
began hosting Rhonda at El Cid,
a bar/restaurant best known for
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and those groups aren’t
necessarily independent of
each other,” explains Girl,
who is serving her second
term on the Silver Lake
Neighborhood Council
and also running for U.S.
Congress.
Besides the Lyric
Hyperion, Girl has
regularly performed her
politician-skewering act at
neighborhood venues such
as Akbar, Eagle and
Faultline. “The queer
culture in Silver Lake is a
little more local,” Girl says.
“It might not be as obvious

to someone visiting—not
unwelcoming, just not as
obvious—compared to a
place like West Hollywood,
where you can look left,
right, up, down and spot
multiple gay bars.”
Girl’s fave Silver Lake
spots include Garage
Pizza, The Black Cat and
The Kitchen, an LGBTQowned café adjacent to
Akbar. And when she’s in
the mood for Mexican
food, she heads directly to
Tacos Delta. “It’s not
anything fancy,” she says,
“but it’s always delicious.”

CHLOE SPRAGUE; BOTTOM RIGHT: COURTESY OF CASITA DEL CAMPO

“I love performing in
Silver Lake because it’s
nice when you don’t have
to drive across town,” says
drag queen Maebe A. Girl,
who hosts a weekly brunch
at Silver Lake’s Lyric
Hyperion Theatre and
Cafe, and is the first drag
queen to be elected to a
public office in the U.S.
For eight years, Girl has
lived and worked in Silver
Lake, drawn to the area’s
chill vibes and LGBTQ
pedigree. “Historically, it
was a working-class Latinx
and queer neighborhood—
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hosting flamenco performances.
By the time the soiree reemerged,
Rhonda already had a reputation
as one of the most fabulous parties in L.A. “From that point,”
Alexander says, “we knew we had
something big on our hands in a
neighborhood that didn’t really
have a nightclub contingent.
“There was also a walkability
that I don’t think existed in Silver
Lake,” he continues. “It was cool
to see that people were able to
grab beers at Akbar or the Eagle,
and then head over to our venue
for a dance-club environment.”
Eventually, Rhonda outgrew
El Cid and slinked to the Latinx
nightclub Los Globos, where it’s
been for years. On Rhonda nights,
Alexander harnesses his experience designing shop windows to
transform the space into a glittering fantasia with affirmational
neon signs and mirrored mannequin legs. Outside, there’s a
drag queen instead of a doorman.
Over the past decade, the duo has
hosted the party at various venues
in L.A. as well as different cities—
San Francisco, Miami, Berlin,
Mexico City—but Alexander
believes Silver Lake will always
be Rhonda’s home, despite the
neighborhood’s evolution.
“I still love the area, especially in comparison to the
camera-ready parts of West
Hollywood or Santa Monica,” he
says. “Silver Lake isn’t as gritty
as it used to be, but there’s a lot of
creative people and queer history
here. It’s sad some of those spaces
have gone out of business, so it’s
important to support the ones that
are still here or opening up.”
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Tiki-Ti

This campy family-run
mainstay serves such
classics as the mai tai and
Dr. Funk in a bar featuring
Polynesian masks and
puffer-fish lamps.
tiki-ti.com
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Akbar

For almost 25 years,
this nightclub has been
an LGBTQ landmark,
punctuated with multiple
spaces. Akbar is less fussy
than most West Hollywood
spots, and that’s exactly
the point.
akbarsilverlake.com
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Bar Restaurant

If The Weather Girls
blasting out of the
sound system don’t
make you feel as if
you’ve stepped into a
1980s disco, then the
decor definitely will. In
reality, this is one of Silver
Lake’s best restaurants,
where Douglas Rankin’s
modernist cuisine is
absolutely flawless.
barrestaurant.la
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The Black Cat

This restaurant occupies
the site of the Black
Cat Tavern, where one
of the first LGBTQ
demonstrations was
held in the U.S. The
original sign hovers
out front above a
plaque commemorating
the moment.
theblackcatla.com
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Silver Lake Pool & Inn
For accommodations that
mimic crashing at a stylish
friend’s pad, opt for this
oasis. The rooftop pool is a
prime spot to chill.
palisociety.com
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Jewel

The menu at this plantcentric café is stuffed with
creative vegan versions of
burgers and burritos.
There are also dishes like
the gluten-free Jewel Box.
jewel-la.com
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Vinovore

Coly Den Haan opened
her shop with a singular

focus: Vend awesome
wines made by women.
A chart guides visitors
to their ideal bottles.
vinovore.com
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Casita del Campo

In an unmissably pink
bungalow, devour classic
Mexican and Tex-Mex fare
such as cheesy enchiladas
and sizzling fajitas. A stage
hosts LGBTQ performers.
casitadelcampo.net
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Cha Cha Lounge

Once a haven for drag
queens, this rambunctious
dive features oddities like
mini sombreros, as well as
divalicious portraits of
former regulars.
chachalounge.com
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Mattachine Steps

These steps are near the
former home of activist
Harry Hay, who cofounded the LGBTQ
rights group the
Mattachine Society. At the
top find magnificent views
of the reservoir.
discoverlosangeles.com
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